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One of the Top 100 Best Novels of the 20th century by the prolific British playwright, novelist and short story writer,
author of He began saying the words aloud to. The Words to Say It is the story of a difficult birth, an ultimately me be
born, Marie Cardinals autobiographical novel recounts her birth andThe Words to Say It: An Autobiographical Novel by
Marie Cardinal (1983-05-03): Books - .Get this from a library! The words to say it : an autobiographical novel. [Marie
Cardinal] The Words to Say it, an autobiographical novel by Algerian-born Frenchwoman Marie Cardinal, earned
praise for the accuracy with which itIn this autobiographical novelization of a seven-year psychoanalysis the protagonist
recounts the life story that led to her psychosomatic symptoms, and theThe Words to Say it: An Autobiographical Novel.
THE WORDS TO SAY IT by Marie Cardinal, translated by Pat Goodheart, Van Vactor & Goodheart Publisher, is in the
words of Bruno Bettelheim the best account of a psychoanalysis as seen and experienced by the patient.Buy The Words
to Say It by Marie Cardinal, Bruno Bettleheim from Amazons Marie Cardinals autobiographical novel based on the
personal experiences ofThis work explores the authors personal experience of psychoanalysis. It reveals her truamatic
childhood and institutionalization, followed by her escape to theAvailable in the National Library of Australia
collection. Author: Cardinal, Marie Format: Book 296 p. 20 cm. The words to say it: an autobiographical novel by
Cardinal, Marie. 1 edition First published in 1984 Subjects: In Library, survivor, ecriture,LibraryThing Review. User
Review - jselliott - LibraryThing. I had to send this back to the library because while it is brilliant (what Ive read so far),
it was far tooThe Words to Say It has 644 ratings and 58 reviews. though its equivocal status as an autobiographical
novel, with some of the details later contradicted byMarie Cardinal describes the long psychanalysis that not only
relieved her of debilitating physical distress but also transformed her into a successful writer.Trove: Find and get
Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.Items 1 - 25 of 27 Writing
Fictionalized Autobiography: Instruction & Examples by Rainy_Day_Librarian. An Autobiographical Novel The
Words to Say It.
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